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However, the systematic use of distributed programming can be frustrating, especially if the final application performance is more than an issue. Even if great effort has been made in developing methodologies and tools that could help the final programmer to develop applications independently of the underlying architecture, as in GRID environments, very few results have been obtained to support prediction and evaluation of prototypal applications.
In the last few years, our research group has been active in the performance analysis and prediction field, developing HeSSE [6] [7] , a simulator of distributed applications executed in heterogeneous systems, and MetaPL, a prototype-based language based on XML, able to support many different programming paradigm. This paper presents a simulation-based methodology, based on HeSSE and MetaPL, which makes it possible to predict GRID application and system performance, even when the execution environment is not available and the application is not completely developed. This methodology can be used as the basis for performance-driven GRID application development, or for GRID system performance tuning and design. The paper will show how to model a GRID application and a GRID system using this approach, and how to predict its performance. Finally, the prediction results will be compared to the actual results obtained in the real (i.e., non-simulated) GRID environment, discussing the accuracy of the model used and the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
